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If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants  
– Isaac Newton





1GENERAL INTRODUCTION  
AND THESIS SCOPE





1
T H E  P O L I OV I R U S 
Poliovirus (PV) is perhaps one of the most studied and understood of all viruses. The virus’s 

intrinsic capsid stability, genetic plasticity, ease of propagation and purification have made it 

a favored model for molecular virologists worldwide. PV belongs to the Picornaviridae, a large 

family of small, non-enveloped, positive (+)-strand RNA viruses. Within this family, PV clusters 

into  the Enterovirus genus, specifically, the Enterovirus C species, where three serotypes 

reside; Types 1, 2, and 3 [1].

The PV RNA genome is non-segmented and encodes just one polyprotein which is co- and 

post-translationally processed, first into precursors, and subsequently into the individual viral 

proteins. One 7,500 nucleotide-spanning genome is surrounded by an icosahedral protein capsid 

27 - 30nm in diameter, which makes up an infectious viral particle [2] . The capsid comprises 60 

copies of each of the 4 viral capsid proteins, VP1, VP2, VP3 and VP4, which are subdivided in 12 

pentamers consisting of 5 protomers; an assembly of one copy of the 4 individual capsid proteins 

(see Figure 1A). The outer capsid shell contains four known antigenic sites: 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b and 

4 [3-8] against which the majority of antibodies are raised after infection or immunization. Distinct 

differences in the antigenic sites give rise to the three individual serotypes, whereby neutralizing 

antibodies against one serotype generally do not neutralize the other two [9].  

Despite its small size, the viral genome is efficiently organized to encode all elements required to 

replicate rapidly in cells. The genome is divided into three distinct regions: the 5’ and 3’ untranslated 

(UTR) regions which flank the open reading frame (ORF) encoding the viral polyprotein. Figure 1B 

depicts a schematic overview of the poliovirus genome and its translation products.

The 5’UTR, an RNA element which encompasses approximately 740 nucleotides (nt), has 

a highly ordered RNA structure that is necessary for the region to exert its function [10]. These 

functional domains include a clover leaf structure which is vital for viral RNA replication [11] and 

an Internal Ribosomal Entry Signal (IRES), required for initiation of cap-independent translation 

[2, 12, 13]. The 5’UTR is covalently bound to VPg, a small viral protein of 22-residues, which acts 

as a primer for RNA synthesis and is, together with the clover leaf,  essential for the initiation of 

replication of viral RNA [14, 15]. 

The smaller 3’UTR, located at the terminal end of the viral genome, similarly contains highly 

conserved secondary RNA structures. This region consists of two RNA hairpins which also play 

a crucial role in viral RNA replication [16]. The 3’UTR is polyadenylated, a common feature of 

eukaryotic mRNA’s, which influences RNA stability and regulation of translation [17]. In contrast to 

cellular mRNA’s which contain polyadenylation signals, the PV poly A tail is genome-encoded [18]. 

The translated polyprotein is proteolytically cleaved by viral proteinases encoded by the 

polyprotein itself. The virus does not depend on cellular proteinases, but supplies its own 

proteinases which have multiple (viral and cellular) cleavage targets. The initial full length 

polyprotein is first cleaved into three parts by viral proteinases 2Apro and 3Cpro/3CDpro into the 

P1, P2 and P3 regions. The P1 region contains the 4 structural proteins, VP1 – 4, which together 

form the capsid of the virion. The P2 and P3 regions contain the non-structural proteins [2A, 2B, 

2C and 3A, 3B (VPg), 3C and 3D] required to orchestrate the various steps in the viral life cycle.
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Figure 1. A. Schematic representation of the non-enveloped icosahedral poliovirus virion where the protein 
capsid surrounds 1 copy of viral RNA. B. Schematic overview of the (+)-single stranded RNA poliovirus 
genome and translation products. Figures adapted from Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics – Viralzone [19]. 

The P2 proteins transform the host cell environment to allow robust replication of PV. Initially, 2Apro 

releases P1 from the rest of the polyprotein. However, host proteins are an equally important target; 

2Apro mediated cleavage of eukaryotic translation initiation factors eIF4GI and eIF4GII, shuts-off host 

cell protein synthesis [20]. Moreover, cellular nuclear proteins, such as transcription factors, are 

targeted by 2Apro to inhibit cellular RNA synthesis [21]. The other P2 proteins, 2B and 2C, are engaged 

in the rearrangement of cellular membranes into vesicles, which function as sites for genome 

replication [22]. 2B, a viroporin, alters membrane permeability by forming pores in the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) and Golgi membranes [23]. The 2C protein exhibits nucleoside triphosphate NTP 

binding and ATPase activity and also has functions in particle uncoating, viral RNA binding, viral 

RNA replication and encapsidation [24].The proteins in P3 are primarily, but not exclusively, involved 

with genome replication, whether as precursors or independently. The 3A protein anchors to, and 

allows trafficking of vesicle membranes, which are the site of viral RNA replication complexes [25, 

26]. As a precursor, 3AB binds replication elements in the viral RNA and displays helix-destabilizing 

activity [27]. Alone, 3B (VPg) is covalently linked to the viral genome and acts as a primer for RNA 

replication. VPg has also been described as a determinant of encapsidation [28]. 3Cpro and 3CDpro are 

proteinases, where the active site is located in the 3C region. These proteinases perform almost all of 
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1
the proteolytic processing steps for release of all viral proteins from the polyprotein [29]. However, 

3CDpro also binds RNA, plays a role in initiation of RNA replication and  in encapsidation [26]. The 

3Dpol, an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), is responsible for generation of nascent plus- and 

minus-strand RNA, achieved  by RNA and NTP binding, RNA strand displacement and elongation 

[30]. The viral polymerase lacks exonuclease proof-reading activity, nor can RNA genomes utilize 

cellular proof-reading and editing mechanisms [31]. Overall, this results in a high mutation rate, with 

2 × 10−4 mutations per nucleotide, or 1.5 mutations per genome replication [32]. Nonetheless, the 

high mutation rate is advantageous for the virus population as it allows rapid adaptation to new 

environments, and it remains below the threshold for error catastrophe; where too many lethal 

mutations may eliminate the viral population [33]. The high mutation rate is also beneficial in the 

context of a small genome, as fewer mutations are incorporated per genome replication cycle than 

would be in a larger genome. Furthermore, the small genome size allows for rapid generation of 

progeny, in which more copies created over a unit of time increase the likelihood of survival in hostile 

conditions. However, the small genome size associated with all Picornaviridae (pico = small, rna = 

RNA, viridea = viruses), also requires extreme genetic austerity, which drives the multifunctional 

nature of all the viral proteins and precursors (Figure 1B).

T H E  P O L I OV I R U S  R E P L I C AT I O N  C YC L E
A schematic overview of the PV replication cycle is depicted in Figure 2. The cycle commences 

with entry into the cell which is mediated via a host cell surface protein which functions as the 

Poliovirus Receptor (PVR), also known as CD155, a member of the immunoglobulin superfamily 

[34, 35]. The natural host range of PV is restricted to humans: this is because the PV binding 

domain on CD155 orthologues is absent in other species, rendering them unsusceptible to PV 

infection. However, the CD155 orthologues in chimpanzees and old world monkeys (rhesus, 

cynomolgous, and African green monkeys) must be sufficiently homologous, as these are the 

only species susceptible to PV when experimentally infected [36]. Expression of CD155 mRNA 

in humans has been demonstrated in a wide range of tissues (heart, brain, placenta, lung, liver, 

skeletal muscle, and kidney) [35]. While, protein expression levels have been less frequently 

reported, high levels of protein expression have been shown in epithelial cells, microfold (M) 

cells of Peyer’s patches, and in germinal centers within Peyer’s patches [37].  

Upon binding the of the viral capsid to CD155, the viral particle goes through a 

conformational change that allows entry of the viral RNA into the cell cytoplasm by extrusion 

of the VP4 protein and N-terminal of VP1, which form a pore in the cellular membrane [38]. 

Receptor-mediated endocytosis has also been proposed as a mechanism of cell entry [39] as 

the virus has been found to be associated with endosomes [40]. However, both hypotheses are 

most likely intermediates of the same cell entry mechanism. 

Upon cell entry, the viral genome takes over the host cell to produce thousands of progeny 

which go on to perform the same infection cycle in new, uninfected, neighboring cells. First, VPg 

is cleaved from the RNA by the host protein VPg unlinkase, which has recently been identified to 

be the DNA repair enzyme, 5’-tyrosyl-DNA phosphodiesterase-2 (TDP2) [42]. Release of VPg from 
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viral RNA allows initiation of cap-independent translation of the viral proteins, mediated by the 

IRES and several host eukaryotic translation initiation factors [43, 44]. Once translation begins, 

the newly synthesized polyprotein comes into action by first cleaving itself co-translationally 

using 2Apro and 3CDpro. These cleavages yield the structural proteins which are required for the 

production of new capsids, non-structural proteins, and their precursors. The non-structural 

proteins facilitate the rearrangement of the host cell for generation and recruitment of replication 

complexes for efficient viral RNA replication. Within an infected cell, the ER membrane alterations 

are visible as numerous replication vesicles scattered over the cell cytoplasm. At these replication 

sites, the viral genome, first used for translation, now switches to serve as a template for RNA 

replication [45].  A negative (-)-strand intermediate, or Replicative Form (RF), is generated from 

the positive-sense viral genome. This RF is subsequently used as a template for the synthesis of new 

positive(+)-strand RNA viral genomes [46]. The newly synthesized genomic RNA acts as templates 

for a new round of RNA replication, translation, or as substrates for packaging into empty capsids 

[47].  Once packaged, a final cleavage of the capsid protein must occur to allow maturation, which 

is thought to occur autocatalytically and is dependent on viral RNA encapsidation [48]. Cleavage 

of VP0 into VP2 and VP4 renders the particle mature, stable and infectious [49], after which 

virions exit the cell via cell lysis. The mechanism of cell exit is not completely understood, and 

an alternative cell exit strategy via non-lytic release of virions entrapped in autophagosome-like 

vesicles has also been described [50, 51]. The PV life-cycle is extremely rapid, taking approximately 

8 hours to complete one full cycle.  

Figure 2. Schematic overview of the poliovirus replication cycle. Image adapted from P.D. Minor in Nature 
Reviews Microbiology [41].
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1
P O L I OV I R U S  I N F E C T I O N  I N  H U M A N S
The word Poliomyelitis stems from an inflammation ‘-itis’ of the ‘polios’, the gray anterior matter 

of the ‘myelos’ marrow of the spinal cord. It is the viral-induced destruction of motor neurons in 

the central nervous system (CNS) which results in the paralysis for which the disease is known. 

Ironically, the virus only rarely affects the CNS and receives no apparent benefit for traversing 

this barrier, nor is it an obligatory stage of PV replication. Therefore, destruction of the cells 

within the CNS is thought to be an accidental divergence from the enteric infection [36, 52, 53].  

 Infection starts with ingestion of the virus, although transmission via respiration of aerosols 

is also possible [36, 54].  Once ingested the virus may replicate in the oropharynx; although 

this replication is presumed to be limited and transient as compared to the highly productive 

replication that occurs in the lower gastrointestinal (GI) tract [55-58]. PV requires passage through 

the stomach before reaching susceptible cells in GI tract, which are thought to comprise M-cells 

within Peyer’s patches, the lymphatic system, or epithelial cells [59-62]. After primary infection 

of the intestinal mucosa, PV is transmitted to cervical and mesenteric lymph nodes, as well as 

into the bloodstream, causing transient viremia in most infected individuals, all without clinical 

manifestations [55, 63]. A secondary major viremia may develop in a small group (4-8%) of 

infected individuals as a consequence of viral replication in extraneural sites, which are thought 

to include reticuloendothelial tissues, brown fat, and muscle [55, 64]. Infection up to this point 

represents the minor disease occurring in 4 – 8 % of infected individuals with non-specific 

symptoms (headache, fever, sore throat, malaise) termed abortive febrile illness. Major viremia 

is a requisite for CNS infection, neurological symptoms and destruction of motor neurons, which 

occurs in 0.5-2% of infected individuals [36, 52, 53]. Access to the CNS is thought to be achieved 

via direct transfer across the blood brain barrier [65], possibly via regions of reduced strength and 

lacking tight junctions, or via infection of neurons and retrograde axonal transport [66, 67]. The 

selective destruction of motor neurons leads to paralysis. In the most severe cases, paralysis of 

the intercostal muscles and diaphragm may ultimately cause death due to respiratory failure [68].  

P O L I OV I R U S  VAC C I N E S
Today, poliomyelitis is often deemed a forgotten disease by society, yet less than 100 years ago 

this disease instigated pronounced fear. At the beginning of the 20th century large poliomyelitis 

epidemics emerged, threatening children with disfigurement, paralysis, lifelong disability, and 

even death. At the time the disease had no cure and no identified causes, which heightened the 

fear at the time. Paradoxically, the sudden incidence of the disease was later coupled to improved 

standards of hygiene and closed sewage systems [69]. Prior to these hygienic improvements 

enteric infections were thought to be ubiquitous, therefore, infants were infected at an age when 

circulating maternal antibodies were present which prevented paralysis but allowed acquisition of 

active immunity. The improved standards of hygiene resulted in a reduced or delayed exposure to 

the virus and so creating large cohorts of susceptible individuals – thus leading to the epidemics 

of the 20th century [69].  Great efforts were implemented to prevent the spread of disease, 
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1
such as quarantining areas and closing schools, however, the virus proved difficult to contain. 

Consequently, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, an adult polio-victim, founded the National Foundation 

for Infantile Paralysis (NFIP) in 1938, better known as the March of Dimes, a non-profit organization 

established to fuel research towards poliomyelitis cure and treatment. These tremendous efforts 

to disrupt poliomyelitis delivered two highly efficacious vaccines still used today. 

The two PV vaccines available today, along with the smallpox vaccine, are perhaps among 

the most successful vaccines ever introduced. The first vaccine that was licensed was the 

Inactivated Poliovirus Vaccine (IPV) developed by Jonas Salk in the 1950s, derived by chemical 

(formalin) inactivation of three wild-type PVs [70]. Salk’s firm belief that an inactivated vaccine 

could be successful was presumably motivated by his previous research which focused on 

formalin-inactivation of influenza virus [71]. Salk chose three neurovirulent wild-type strains 

for his vaccine; namely, Mahoney, MEF-1 and Saukett, for Types 1, 2 and 3, respectively, which 

he vigilantly studied for inactivation and immunogenicity [72]. Salk was criticized by some 

scientists for his choice of the particularly neurovirulent Mahoney strain for his vaccine [73, 74]. 

Nonetheless, Salk’s observation that Mahoney induced superior immunogenicity as compared 

to other Type 1 strains in thousands of monkeys encouraged him to use this strain despite 

its high neurovirulence prior to inactivation [75]. Furthermore, he believed that complete 

inactivation abolished the risks associated with the use of the Mahoney strain.

The clinical evaluation of Salk’s IPV, sponsored by the NFIP, is one of the largest vaccine 

trials ever performed, in which almost 2 million children in the US, Canada and Finland were 

immunized [76]. Efficacy estimates were between 70-90% and IPV licensure was granted in 

1955, immediately after successful completion of the trial [77]. Salk was heralded as a hero 

for the development of his vaccine and for the victory against a disease that terrorized the 

general public. However, this celebration was short-lived due to the Cutter Incident. Only 

two weeks after its licensure, 380,000 doses of IPV containing active virus, manufactured at 

Cutter Laboratories, were administered to healthy children. As a consequence, 51 children were 

permanently paralyzed, five died, and 40,000 children developed abortive poliomyelitis. The 

tragedy was ultimately attributed to faulty manufacture where inadequate purification of the 

viruses prior to inactivation prevented sufficient exposure to formalin, and therefore resulted 

in incomplete viral inactivation [78]. The Cutter incident immediately led to revision of the 

regulations surrounding vaccine manufacturing, which were virtually non-existent at the time. 

Ironically, the regulations instituted to ensure proper inactivation have made IPV one of the 

safest vaccines available, with an enormous track record with respect to safety and efficacy 

[79, 80]. Nonetheless, the Cutter incident, the only stain on IPV’s safety record, was one of the 

reasons for the replacement of IPV with Albert Sabin’s Oral Poliovirus Vaccine (OPV) in the 1960s. 

In contrast to Salk, Sabin believed a live vaccine was required to induce long lasting and 

satisfactory immune responses against poliomyelitis. He developed an oral vaccine formulation 

consisting of three live attenuated PVs, named Sabin 1, 2 and 3. Sabin had developed his strains 

by subjecting clinically isolated PV strains to serial passage in monkeys, as well as tissue culture, 

through which they lost their neurovirulence [81]. Just as Salk had studied inactivation, Sabin 

equally meticulously studied his strains for attenuation in monkeys, and later in human volunteers 
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[60, 82-85]. As IPV was already licensed in the U.S., Sabin moved to the U.S.S.R. to clinically test his 

strains, where more than 15 million children were immunized. These trials contributed immensely 

to the acceptance the vaccine and its consequent licensure in the US in the 1960s [86, 87]. 

As a live vaccine, OPV had the added advantage of lower costs to produce as it does not require 

the elaborate purification and inactivation process which accompanies IPV manufacturing. Currently, 

the price of IPV is more than 20 times that of OPV [88, 89]; a difference mainly driven by the necessity 

for a large viral harvest and the different manufacturing processes [90]. Furthermore, the ease of 

oral administration negates the necessity for trained personnel for the intra muscular injection of 

IPV. Moreover, OPV was thought show increased mucosal immunity compared to IPV and to protect 

unvaccinated individuals by shedding of the OPV strains by vaccinees [91]. The advantages of OPV, 

and the shadow of the Cutter incident, quickly led to the replacement of IPV with OPV in almost 

every county except The Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, and Iceland, which have exclusively used 

IPV since its introduction [91]. Furthermore, in 1988, OPV was chosen as the vaccine of choice by the 

Global Poliomyelitis Eradication Initiative (GPEI), a public-private partnership headed by WHO, CDC, 

UNICEF and Rotary, with the goal to eradicate poliomyelitis worldwide.

T H E  P U R S U I T  O F  G LO B A L  P O L I O MY E L I T I S 
E R A D I C AT I O N 
Since its foundation, the GPEI has brought the world to the verge of poliomyelitis eradication, 

primarily through the use of OPV. Despite failing to meet three major deadlines for the 

interruption of PV transmission by 2000, 2005 and 2012, this extraordinary health initiative has 

brought the number of annual poliomyelitis cases down by 99.9% from >350,000 in 1988 to 37 

reported wild-type polio cases globally in 2015 (as of September, 2015) [92]. Furthermore, Type 

2 has been eradicated since 1999, and there have been no reported cases caused by Type 3 

since 2012 [93]. Nonetheless, prevention of the final 1% of cases has proven to be an immense 

hurdle for the eradication initiative over the last 15 years. The last poliomyelitis cases currently 

reside in three endemic countries: Pakistan, Afghanistan and Nigeria, however, in Nigeria no 

cases have been recorded since July 2014. The persistence of PV in these countries is due to  

lower vaccination coverage attributed to conflict, threats to health workers, political instability, 

vaccine refusal, and lack of commitment from governments [94]. Figure 4 depicts the number 

of annual poliomyelitis cases since the foundation of the GPEI.

Despite being the GPEI’s vaccine of choice, OPV conveys one major drawback which makes it 

unsuitable as the vaccine to achieve global eradication: the mutations that confer the attenuated 

phenotype in the OPV vaccine strains have the characteristic to rapidly revert in the human gut, 

which renders the viruses neurovirulent and can result in Vaccine Associated Paralytic Poliomyelitis 

(VAPP) in vaccine recipients [95]. Furthermore, excreted vaccine viruses may undergo genetic 

change leading to the emergence of easily transmissible, circulating Vaccine Derived Polioviruses 

(cVDPVs), which have caused multiple poliomyelitis outbreaks in regions of low vaccine coverage 

[96, 97]. The milieu of the human gut exerts high selective pressure on all three Sabin strains, 

resulting in frequent and rapid reversion [98, 99]. Considering the frequent reversion and millions 
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1
of individuals who received OPV annually, the number of annual VAPP cases is surprisingly low (an 

estimated 400 - 800 annual cases worldwide [100]). Clearly, poliomyelitis cannot be eradicated 

using a vaccine that seeds the world with the virus it is meant to combat. 

Although reversion was already recognized in the early sixties [95], the benefits of using OPV to 

protect the global population outweighed the small risks of VAPP and cVDPV at that time. Today, in 

a world where the number of VAPP cases devastatingly outnumbers those cases caused by wild-type 

PVs, OPV must be discontinued as soon as technically feasible, for ethical reasons. Moreover, since 

2000, more than 99% of cVDPV’s have been attributed to a reverting Sabin 2 strain [101], which is 

deplorable considering wild-type 2 poliomyelitis cases have not been detected globally since 1999. 

As a consequence, the developed world has already replaced OPV with IPV over the last decades, 

upon observing a superior number of VAPP cases nationally as compared to wild poliomyelitis cases. 

The switch to IPV was further fueled by the availability of an enhanced potency IPV, developed by van 

Wezel in the 1980s. Enhanced IPV uses a novel production process that allows increased antigenic 

mass per dose, resulting in improved vaccine efficacy [102]. Today, the necessity to cease OPV use 

and to move to IPV is recognized by the WHO and GPEI, by implementation of at least  one IPV dose 

in the 126 countries on an OPV-only schedule, in 2015 [103]. However, introduction of IPV worldwide 

is not trivial, and the current IPV vaccines must be improved in order to adhere to allow global 

roll-out. The affordability of OPV, which costs approximately 0.15 US$ [89, 104], is in stark contrast to 

IPV, for which the price (~3.00$) is the greatest barrier to worldwide introduction [105]. In addition, 

the global manufacturing capacity must be increased to vaccinate the global birth cohort with three 

doses of IPV. Although the current IPV production capacity can be increased to supply demand, the 

high costs of IPV would not allow introduction of the vaccine in the developing world.

Aside from costs and production capacity, in a post-eradication era, the use of neurovirulent 

stains as a basis for IPV is being revisited due to the bio-safety threats of such strains should they be 

Figure 4. Progress of the Global Polio Eradication Initiative (GPEI) since its foundation in 1988 expressed as number 
of annual cases of poliomyelitis, globally. Graph adapted from WHO database [106] and CDC reports [107-110].
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(un)intentionally released from manufacturing facilities [111]. Taken together, today there remains 

a medical need to improve existing IPV to achieve and maintain global poliomyelitis eradication.

P R O D U C T I O N  O F  C O N V E N T I O N A L  I P V
The first generation of conventional IPV has already been improved significantly since its 

introduction in the 1950s. The vaccine production process developed by Salk was not efficient 

for large scale production and the vaccines were less potent than they are today. To propagate 

the vaccine strains, Salk used primary monkey kidney cells, derived from monkeys captured in 

the wild, and cultured in monolayers in large Povitsky bottles on roller platforms in medium 199. 

After infection of the cells, viral harvests were clarified and inactivated using formalin. The final 

vaccine was formulated in a volume ratio of 3:1:1 for Mahoney, MEF-1 and Saukett, respectively. 

The IPV production process was revolutionized in the 1970s by Anton van Wezel who introduced 

microcarriers [112], perfusion [113], and purification processes [114], resulting in enhanced 

potency IPV. By trypsinization and perfusion of the monkey kidney, van Wezel was able to obtain 

significantly more kidney cells and therefore use fewer monkeys than the methods introduced 

by Salk. Furthermore, the introduction of microcarriers allowed growth of cells on small solid 

particles in suspension in large bioreactors. Microcarriers, together with the introduction of the 

continuous Vero cell line in the 1980s by Institut Mérieux [115], paved the way for industrial scale 

production of IPV to thousands of liters [116]. The limitations in control and scale up of vaccine 

production at large scale were lifted as was the dependency on monkey availability. Moreover, the 

extensive concentration and purification process (Down Stream Process), also designed by van 

Wezel, resulted in concentrated and pure virus preparations prior to inactivation. This in turn led 

to vaccines which could be dosed with a higher concentration of D-antigen, resulting in increased 

immunogenic potency [117]. All of these improvements led to an increased cost-effectiveness, 

and the enhanced formulation re-ignited interest in a vaccine which had been almost completely 

replaced by OPV. Today, IPV is still manufactured according to the principles set by Salk combined 

with the improvements introduced by van Wezel and Institut Mérieux in the 1970s – 1980s. 

T H E S I S  S C O P E 
Upon OPV withdrawal, IPV will be the only PV vaccine to achieve and sustain the eradication 

status. This thesis is focused on improving IPV to increase affordability and bio-safety, by 

implementing changes at various levels of the established vaccine production process.

Chapter 2 reviews the principles of viral inactivation and the application of these principles to 

vaccine development. This established approach of vaccine production is relatively straightforward 

and there is an augmented safety profile as compared to live vaccines as there are no risks of 

reversion and vaccine derived infection. Today there are 6 viral pathogens for which licensed 

inactivated vaccines are available, with many more in development. Specifically emphasized are 

the manufacturing procedures and the accompanying assays, of which assays used for monitoring 

the inactivation process and preservation of neutralizing epitopes are pivotal. Novel inactivated 
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1
vaccines in development and the hurdles they must overcome to achieve licensure are discussed, 

as well as the (dis)advantages of inactivation over other vaccine production methodologies. 

The goal of increasing affordability of a Salk-based IPV may be achieved by increasing 

productivity of the vaccine manufacturing process to such an extent that it would significantly 

lower the cost of goods. Chapter 3 focuses on improving this productivity by exchanging the 

conventional Vero cell line, which is currently used by most, if not all, IPV manufacturers (the 

diploid human cell line MRC-5 has also been used [118]) for the PER.C6® cell line. Suitability of the 

PER.C6® cell line, which has the unique capability to grow at high density in suspension, as a cell 

substrate for high yielding PV production, is explored. 

Chapter 4 investigates an alternative method of vaccine seed generation for IPV 

manufacture that allows a fully documented seed history and a high degree of control over 

starting materials. Genetic reconstruction of PV vaccine seeds was achieved by rescue from 

chemically synthesized DNA plasmids. These synthetic seeds are characterized and compared 

to conventional vaccine derived from clinical isolates. The generation of vaccine seeds based on 

reconstructed strains in combination with the PER.C6® platform can provide a higher guarantee 

that vaccine production is free from extraneous agents.

To address the bio-safety risks of Salk-based IPV, the GPEI, and their many collaborators 

actively pursue the development of an IPV based on Sabin strains. Based on the results obtained in 

Chapter 3, it was deemed possible to increase Sabin IPV affordability by implementation of the PER.

C6® platform into the vaccine manufacturing process. Chapter 5 characterizes the productivity of 

Sabin strains in PER.C6® cells at large and small scale, and compares it to the Vero platform. 

Aside from Sabin-based IPV, alternative genetically modified poliovirus strains have been 

proposed for IPV production. These rationally-attenuated poliovirus strains are designed to show a 

highly attenuated in vivo phenotype and high genetic stability. Furthermore, by introducing capsid 

sequences of the Salk strains, these novel attenuated strains display an identical immunogenic 

profile to Salk IPV. Chapter 5 also includes the investigation of the suitability of the PER.C6® platform 

for the growth of these rationally-attenuated strains (namely S19 and MonoCre(X) strains). 

The last chapters of this thesis describe the development and characterization of novel attenuated 

strains for a next generation IPV. These novel strains were derived from the Type 1 Brunenders strain, 

a historic strain developed in the 1950s and used in IPV formulations by two manufacturers in the 

past. Little is known about the Brunenders strain, Chapter 6 unravels this strain with respect to 

genetic sequence and phenotypic characteristics in vitro and in vivo. The knowledge gained from the 

elucidation of the Brunenders strain, which has served as an IPV vaccine strain in the field for decades, 

could potentially be applied for novel PV attenuation strategies. Chapter 7 describes the generation 

of novel attenuated vaccine strains from the Brunenders strain. The attenuation strategy for these 

novel strains entailed empirical and rational methods of virus engineering to obtain three candidate 

vaccine strains. The derivation and characterization of these Cold Adapted-Viral Attenuation (CAVA) 

strains are described with respect to suitability as candidate next generation IPV strains. 

Chapter 8 comprises a summary and discussion of the results described in this thesis and 

places these into context of IPV vaccines required in the future to support and sustain the 

eradication end game.
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